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Personal marketing plan works design engineer Klimov IG
for 2014-2019 gg to create complex «POTRAM»
from light-duty equipment "Prometheus" for recycling and minerals.
Input: waste, coal, peat, oil
sludge.
Part II of the work.
Stage: Start of production
facilities for the pyrolysis of
solid hydrocarbons.
Since 2015.

Input: fuel oil, waste oil.
Part III of the work.
Stage: Development and
launch of installations for the
cracking of heavy liquid
hydrocarbons.
For 2016.

Output: Synthetic oil.

Output: Synthetic oil.
Input: of oil, oily liquid.
Part I of the work.
Stage: Production of
evaporators oil feedstock.
Since 2014.

Output: clean light oil,
naphtha.

Input: Naphtha.
Part IV of the work.
Stage: Development and
launch facilities for cracking
light liquid hydrocarbons.
For 2017.

На входе: MSW
Part V of the work.
Stage: Creating a model
complexes «POTRAM» for
recycling.
For 2018.

На выходе: чистый газ.

The purpose of development: the creation of mobile systems "Prometheus" to obtain from various
waste material commodity petroleum and gas for the needs of industries and municipalities.
Igor Klimov G.
E-mail: klimovigor54@gmail.com

Design engineer Klimov IG developed the following small-scale installations:
1. A modular evaporator petroleum feedstock to produce ultra-pure fractions.
2. Modular capsule installation "The Kid" to any pyrolysis of carbonaceous and organic waste.
3. Modular installation of continuous action "Prometheus" for any pyrolysis of carbonaceous and
organic waste.

The possibility of using plants "Prometheus"
for the pyrolysis of solid hydrocarbons.
Sludge processing, cleaning contaminated soil, elimination of
oil sludge and oil spills cemeteries, recycling of waste drilling
fluids and drilling mud.

Processing of municipal solid waste.
Process temperature - 1200°С.

Process temperature - 800°C.
Pyrolysis of solid hydrocarbons. Production of liquid fuels
from coal mining, bituminous shale, peat.
Process temperature - 450°С.

Getting biofuels from wastes of
livestock enterprises. Biodiesel.
Process temperature - 350°С.

The economic component of cooperation with the customer complexes «POTRAM».
1st stage. Initial cooperation. Job designer Klimov IG to create a design development 11.2% of the
purchase price + travel expenses.
2nd stage. Continued cooperation. Job designer Klimov IG for controlling the operation of the facility,
improving the parameters of its operation 11.2% of the profit-sharing facility.

